
Wow wet a trip! 
Our white water rafting adventure 
on Tuesday was truly enjoyable. 
The rapids, water wars (we had 
three buckets, how many did your 
raft have  :-) off road school bus 
rock bed, BBQ. These were all very 
Geshmak, but I would like to point 
out another aspect. Throughout 
the day, we interacted with various 
people  whether it’s other groups, 
our own guides, or the bus drivers. 
With all of them the Eeshay camp-
ers were polite, patient, respectful, 
and kind.  
One of the guides kept expressing 
how impressed he was with Camp 
Eeshay.  
So I wanted to give a big Yasher 
Koach to us all. That is precisely 
how an Eeshay camper comports 
himself. Keep up the great work   
PS- are there any more trips? Stay 
tuned.
Have a womderful restful Shabbos 
Rabbi Kramer
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Talmidei HaShavua
R’ Goldman

Dovid Lyman, Tzvi Cohen
R’ Fiddle

Tzvi Fogel, AM Kramer
R’ Shulman

Chesky Bobker, Tzvi Rosenbaum
R’ Rabinowitz

Noach Mathias, Binyomin Gelb
R’ Gottesman

Aron Eisenberg, Binyomin Tischler
R’ Drel

Avi Pieprz, Yochi Ackerman



This Week In Camp
week 6... Karfunkel tough finish on the break... Kreitzman sweet kick save... Strulowitz back to back threes... Zimmer full court goal... Feinstein beats the shift... A Pieprz 
back door feed to Salomon for the bucket... Strulowitz deep three... Teddy falls asleep in left... Ozer bases clearing triple... Wolfhounds win volleyball with 5 players... 
Ozer unassisted double play... Solomon sliding catch... Ozer and Judasin get him in the pickle... Milgraum strikes him out four times in four innings... Iskowitz calls his 
own brother out... Air force forces tie in baseball with five players... Karfunkel beautiful euro finish... Karfunkel weaves through the defense for the tough layup... Bashist 
goal off the face off... Schmidt sets a bone crushing screen... A Pieprz endzone to endzone TD... Stein gets a double batting with upside down bat... A Pieprz gorgeous 
pick six... Rottweilers 18-0 shutout... Wedeck is Arenado at third... Zimmer bullet feed to Bobker... Rothenberg bases clearing triple... Driller gets the strike on his first 
bowl... Karfunkel basket catch... Rothenberg two run home run... Karfunkel over the shoulder grab... Battalion turn 1-4-3-4 double play... Schechter hat trick... A Pieprz 
home run... Driller bowls 146... Salomon shoevl to third for the out... then shovels to second to end the game... Wolfhounds win in triple overtime... Muschel to Bashist 
game winner... Damski puts a father in the blender... rain delay in staff basketball... rafting... 1-2-3 ROW... Y Cohen throws Schechter out of boat... Levi the grillmaster... 
Chihuahuas score 11 in top of the first... Wolbe clean opposite field triple... A Pieprz nasty block... D Grubner hat trick... Lyman beautiful pick six... 6 player Chihuahuas 
win 21-8... Schechter clutch free throws... Groman doesn’t know how to use a lighter... Kamara ferocious block... Zimmer wild game winner... Breuer big catch in left... 
benches clearing brawl in WBC... Wolfhounds score 23 straight in volleyball... Kramer leaping grab... Bloom barehanded catch... Rabinovitz hops over to catch the 
popup... Hack plays short... Parakeet in the fridge... playoffs... Ozer deep dime for the TD... Pieprz shifty juke... Rosenbaum picks it off after hitting 4 defenders... M Weiss-
man defensive menace... Ozer to Pieprz to Ozer... Rosenbaum opens the half with full field TD... Wedeck sliding pick... 4th down game saving bomb to Strulowitz... D 
Stein playoff hat trick... Rabinovitz go ahead TD with 37 seconds left... Wedeck huge 4th down grab with 20 seconds left... Karfunkel leads clutch game winning drive... 
Schechter 4 TD in championship... Wolbe rips it away for the pick... E Kovacs tip drill pick... and another one... D Stein 4 goals... Judasin nasty block... Adler barehand 
plays... Weissmann goes through the order wihtout throwing a ball... Mia hair studio?... numbers boggle... Trail Blazers are weather?... ice is food?... Yud Beis scores 65 
and wins by 30... car brands... Stew Leonards... Wisotsky is spelled with an S?... name that tune... Tes Vuv dominates night activities... kugel... until next week...

The GromancipaTion proclamaTion
What a wild week! The intensity is so strong it burns. These games put me through a rollercoaster of emotions. The ups and downs, the 
winners and los- uh, almost winners, and every single play of not knowing what could possibly happen. I mean, a turtle passed to himself 
this week! (iykyk) My head’s still spinning. Playoffs and Whitewater Rafting in one week?!?! It’s almost too much to handle. Whitewater 
rafting is probably one of my favorite things to do, second to kayaking. You gotta know how to do it right. First off, finishing first is really 
finishing last. Not only are you out of the water quickest, but you also have to wait for everyone else to finish. The ideal approach is to be 
so far behind that even the guy on the kayak has given up on you. Or just to not stop. Like that one boat tried. They saw everyone getting 
out and were like “nope, not us, see ya”. The lead guide had to go out and grab ‘em. I promise I’ve never seen anyone paddle faster than 
Chuck (or whatever his name was). Ok number 2: If you’re not lying down face up in the middle of the raft while everyone else is work-
ing harder than George Washington’s men for AT LEAST half the time you’re on the water, why even come? Number 3: You gotta sing. 
Anything. Preferably “Row Row Row your boat”. You got 7 guys on your raft. Grab some harmonies, mix it up a bit. You enter the Lehigh 
river as boys, and you leave it as a boy band. #EGT. On to number 4- and this one’s important: You need Navy SEAL training. I’m serious. 
I mean look at Yitzi Cohen. I feared for my life on this trip and it had nothing to do with the river. It was chaos. Water flying everywhere. 
Buckets being stolen and grabbed and mini tug of war throughout fast pace rapids. And people. Literal PEOPLE were flying from boat to 
boat. And then the random tree branch to knock you unconscious. KLUNK. Game over. It doesn’t get much better than that. Minus the 
tree branch part. That hurt. Anyway, playoffs are all wrapped up, and it’s time to run it back. New season, same grind. Get ready boys.
Have an awesome Shabbos,
Yosef

    WBC
LEAGUE LEADERS

RBI
1. Ahron Eisenberg

8
T-2. Akiva Schmidt, Yosef 

Schechter
7

HITS
1. Akiva Schmidt

14
2. Levi Bashist

13
3. Yochi Ackerman

12

OPS
1. Ahron Eisenberg

2.000
2. Akiva Schmidt

1.941
3. Yochi Ackerman

1.667

E-LeagueE-LeagueWBCWBC
Teams W L
Hustle 4 1
Vipers 4 1

Squadron 2 3
Cruise 0 5

Teams W L
Savannah Bananas 4 1

Grizzlies 3 2
Y’alls 2 3

Boomers 1 4

League Standings
Junior DivisionJunior Division

Navy 5-1Navy 5-1
SEALs 3-3SEALs 3-3

Air Force 3-3Air Force 3-3
Marines 1-5Marines 1-5

Younger DivisionYounger Division
Wolfhounds 7-3Wolfhounds 7-3
Chihuahuas Chihuahuas 6-46-4
RottweilersRottweilers 4-6 4-6

Pitbulls 3-7Pitbulls 3-7

Older DivisionOlder Division
Battalion 6-4Battalion 6-4

Air Force 5-4-1Air Force 5-4-1
Cavalry 5-4-1Cavalry 5-4-1
Infantry 3-7Infantry 3-7


